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Abstract: This study develops a model based on Rayleigh Damping (RD) with potential use in
breast cancer diagnostics. Displacement data of over 14,000 reference points on the breast surface
from 14 breasts was captured using the Digital Image Elasto Tomography (DIET) system. The
reference points were split into four segments and an ellipse fit utilized to calculate the work
done and consequent viscous damping constant for each reference point. Fitting a model based
on RD to median filtered data gave consistent results for one model coefficient across all breasts.
The other coefficient was seen to have diagnostic potential when the model was fit to unfiltered
data, and is the focus of this paper. The coefficient value was compared between breast segments
adjacent to and containing the tumor (locations given from X-ray mammography) to those
opposite the tumor. A total of 11 out of 14 breasts had a higher coefficient found in the tumor
segment and all breasts had a higher coefficient in at least one adjacent segment. This method
showed potential for breast specific diagnosis and tumor localisation using the DIET system.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Breast cancer is the leading cause of cancer deaths in
women worldwide (van den Ende et al., 2017; Lotz et al.,
2011). Annual diagnosis is estimated at over 1 million
women with approximately 400,000 mortalities (Coughlin
and Ekwueme, 2009). Early detection of breast cancer
greatly increases 5-year survival rates to over 95% due
to increased treatment options (Heywang-Kbrunner et al.,
2011). This demonstrates the need for affordable breast
cancer screening programs worldwide.

X-ray mammography is currently widely used for breast
cancer screening. This technique is controversial due to
painful breast compression and harmful radiation exposure
(van den Ende et al., 2017). It thus results in poor compli-
ance and a limited age bracket for screening. The success
of mammography is also dependent on the experience of
the radiologist, and a small variation (5-10%) in radio
density between healthy and cancerous tissue leads to
false positives and over diagnosis (Elmore et al., 2002).
Mammography screening is also high cost and is of limited
availability in developing countries.

Digital Image Elasto Tomography (DIET) (Peters et al.,
2004, 2008, 2005) is a low cost alternative breast cancer
screening approach, which uses the significant contrast in
elastic properties (400-1000%) of healthy and cancerous
tissue (Abbas et al., 2007). The DIET system consists of an

actuator, which induces a steady state sinusoidal vibration
in the breast at a range of input frequencies. Surrounding
cameras capture images of the breast surface motion which
are then analysed using surface volume and optical flow
techniques. This approach results in displacement data
for approximately 14,000 reference points on the breast
surface. Analysis of this data has yielded reasonable di-
agnostic success including Zhou et als study on hysteresis
loop analysis (HLA) (Zhou et al., 2018). However, this
method was tested using silicone phantoms with homoge-
neous properties and was not validated using clinical data
with higher complexity.

This paper develops a computationally simple method of
assessing viscous damping properties in breast tissue with
diagnostic potential. It fits a model based on the Rayleigh
damping model to equivalent viscous damping coefficients
analysed for numerous reference points segmented on the
breast surface. Assessment of one of the model coefficients
shows its ability to distinguish between breast segments
containing a tumor and those in an opposite segment. This
result shows the potential of the method to provide not
only a diagnostic but also tumor localisation. The method
was tested with real data from 13 different subjects (a total
of 14 breasts with a tumor) involved in a clinical trial with
Canterbury Breast Care.
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2. METHOD

2.1 Clinical Data

13 women diagnosed with breast cancer via mammography
at Canterbury Breast Care (Christchurch, NZ) were re-
cruited to undergo testing with a prototype DIET system,
as part of an ongoing larger clinical trial. Ethics approval
for the experimental tests, data collection, and analysis
of this data was granted by the NZ National Health and
Disability Ethics Committee, South Island Regional Com-
mittee.

12 women had cancer in one breast and one women had
cancer in both breasts, with a total of 14 breasts used for
this first analysis. Tumor sizes ranged from 7 to 48mm
and displacement data was available for a range of testing
frequencies between 20 and 100Hz. Table 1 shows the size
and tumor location for each patient.

Table 1. Tumor size and locations for patients

Subject Tumor Diameter (mm) Location

P1 12 Left 6 o’clock
P2 8 Left 9 o’clock
P3 18 Left 10 o’clock
P4 15 Left 2.30 o’clock
P5 14 Right 10 o’clock
P6 14 Left 12.30 o’clock
P7 48 Left 3-5 o’clock
P8 7 Left 9-12 o’clock
P9 7.5 Right 10 o’clock
P10 10 Left 11 o’clock
P11 37 Right 10.30 o’clock
P12 14 Left 11 o’clock
P13.1 11 Left 2 o’clock
P13.2 12 Right 10 o’clock

2.2 Viscous Damping in Breast Tissue

The displacement data for approximately 14,000 reference
points on the breast surface was provided by Tiro Med-
ical (Christchurch, New Zealand) and split radially into
four columns. The breasts were segmented to ensure the
known tumor location, found via x-ray mammography,
was contained in the centre of one segment, resulting in
a tumor segment, two adjacent segments and one opposite
(”healthy”) segment. The segmentation method is shown
in Fig. 1.

Each reference point on the breast surface was modelled
as a viscous damper with a viscous damping constant
calculated using Equation (1).

Fig. 1. Schematic of breast segmentation method showing
tumor location

Fig. 2. Ellipse fit for a single reference point with major
and minor axes shown

Ceq =
Wd

πωX2
. (1)

Where ω is the input frequency and X is the response am-
plitude found from fitting a sine wave to the displacement-
time data.Wd is the work done, which was calculated using
the area of an ellipse fitted to the force-displacement plot
for each reference point (see Fig. 2). The force, F, is the
sinusoidal input force normalised by mass in Equation (2)
and Equation (3) shows the ellipse area calculation for
work done using the major and minor ellipse axes, ’x’ and
’z’.

F = 0.5sin(ωt) = 0.5sin(2πft) (2)

Wd = πxz (3)

The damping constant was calculated for each reference
point and plotted against the major axis of the ellipse for
each separate segment.

2.3 Damping Model based off Rayleigh Damping

Rayleigh damping (RD) is often used to model structural
damping in seismic analysis of buildings (Petrov et al.,
2015). It is proportional to a linear combination of mass
and stiffness and results in different damping ratios for
different response frequencies, according to:

ζ =
1

2
(
µ

ω
+ λω) (4)

Where µ and λ are mass and stiffness proportional con-
stants respectively. A diagram of the nature of the RD
curve is shown in Fig. 3 showing the mass and stiffness
contributions to the curve shape.

Observations of the equivalent viscous damping constants
in each segment plotted against the major axis of the force-
displacement ellipse closely resembled that of a RD curve
across all subjects. This outcome illustrated the potential
to infer breast tissue properties and viscous behaviour by
implementing a model similar to RD. The damping model
used to describe the trend of data points in each breast is
defined:

Ceq =
a

x
+ bx (5)
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time data.Wd is the work done, which was calculated using
the area of an ellipse fitted to the force-displacement plot
for each reference point (see Fig. 2). The force, F, is the
sinusoidal input force normalised by mass in Equation (2)
and Equation (3) shows the ellipse area calculation for
work done using the major and minor ellipse axes, ’x’ and
’z’.

F = 0.5sin(ωt) = 0.5sin(2πft) (2)

Wd = πxz (3)

The damping constant was calculated for each reference
point and plotted against the major axis of the ellipse for
each separate segment.

2.3 Damping Model based off Rayleigh Damping

Rayleigh damping (RD) is often used to model structural
damping in seismic analysis of buildings (Petrov et al.,
2015). It is proportional to a linear combination of mass
and stiffness and results in different damping ratios for
different response frequencies, according to:

ζ =
1

2
(
µ

ω
+ λω) (4)

Where µ and λ are mass and stiffness proportional con-
stants respectively. A diagram of the nature of the RD
curve is shown in Fig. 3 showing the mass and stiffness
contributions to the curve shape.

Observations of the equivalent viscous damping constants
in each segment plotted against the major axis of the force-
displacement ellipse closely resembled that of a RD curve
across all subjects. This outcome illustrated the potential
to infer breast tissue properties and viscous behaviour by
implementing a model similar to RD. The damping model
used to describe the trend of data points in each breast is
defined:

Ceq =
a

x
+ bx (5)

Fig. 3. Rayleigh damping curve showing mass and stiffness
contributions

where a and b are breast and frequency specific coefficients
and x is the length of the major axis of the force-
displacement ellipse. This model can be used to determine
consistent properties of breast tissue and has the potential
to provide a computationally simple diagnostic technique.

2.4 ’B’ coefficient Analysis

The ’a’ coefficient of the damping model is comparable
to the mass proportional constant in RD. Assessment of
the ’a’ coefficients showed very high consistency across all
breasts, which gives potential to infer general properties
of breast tissue. The ’b’ coefficient is related to stiffness,
which is expected to vary with the presence of a tumor
due to the significant contrast in elastic properties between
healthy and cancerous tissue. Therefore, there is potential
for this model term to have diagnostic capabilities.

Prior to analysis, large outliers were excluded by limiting
x to between 0 and 0.1 and excluding overdamped points
with equivalent viscous damping ζ > 1. A median filter
with window size of 5 was applied to the data before fitting
the damping model to find the ’a’ coefficients describing
the ’back bone’ of the curve. It should be noted, applying
the damping model to the median filtered data is unlikely
to yield any diagnostic results, as the observed effect of
tumors tend to lie in points not displaying the common
trend.

Thus, to analyse diagnostic capabilities of this model, the
effect of outliers on the ’b’ coefficient was assessed using
unfiltered data, and restricting the ’a’ term to within a±
0.0001 of the median filtered ’a’ value. It was hypothesised
the ’b’ coefficients in cancerous segments would be higher
due to more outliers with higher damping, showing their
higher local stiffness.

To test this theory, the ’b’ coefficient found in the ”healthy”
segment opposite the tumor was compared to that of the
cancerous and adjacent segments. Thus, this first analysis
assessment is breast specific, removing the impact of
variances amongst breasts in the subjects. Breast specific
methods are preferable to those which compare two breasts
from the same subject. Breast comparison methods could
lead to false negatives when patients have a tumor in each
breast, as is the case with one of the patients in this proof
of concept study.

3. RESULTS

Figs. 4 and 5 show a comparison of ’b’ coefficients between
the four segments in the cancerous breasts of different
subjects at available frequencies. The dotted line was used
to assess whether the ’b’ coefficients in segments containing
the known tumor location and adjacent to it are larger
than those in the segment furthest from the tumor. Zero
values sometimes occurred when subjects were missing
data for some input frequencies, arising due to issues in
optical flow and image reconstruction. Fig. 6 shows the
results for all subjects in Figs. 4 and 5 averaged across
frequency.

4. DISCUSSION

Of the 14 cancerous breasts analysed in Fig. 4 and 5,
10 were found to have the majority of ’b’ coefficients in
the cancerous and adjacent segments higher than those
in the ”healthy” segment. Subjects P1, P3, P5, and P7
presented with ’b’ coefficients consistently above the line;
subject P4, was considered average with an equal amount
of points above and below the threshold line and three
were considered poor: P6, P10 and P13.1.

Of the three considered poor all had comparatively small
tumors with diameters 14, 10 and 11mm for P6, P10 and
P13.1, respectively. A smaller tumor would be expected
to have less of an effect on surrounding tissue properties
and perhaps not present as well in this type of method.
Subjects P4 and P13.1 were also missing some analysis
frequencies, which could effect the results.

Fig. 6 showing all subjects’ results averaged in frequency
shows most subjects had higher ’b’ values associated with
the tumor segment than the ”healthy” segment. For those
subjects that did not, all had at least one adjacent seg-
ment with a higher b coefficient. First, this result shows
surrounding tissue is affected by the presence of a tu-
mor. Second, it should be noted tumor localisation using
mammography can be difficult and error prone and thus
given tumor locations are estimates. Segments identified
as adjacent to the tumor are not unlikely to be the actual
tumor location. Hence, their consideration in this analysis.

Fig. 6 also shows a large variation in ’b’ values in general
across the 14 breasts. This variability demonstrates how
diagnosis based on a generalized threshold value is often
less robust, due to the large variation in breast size
and density, across even small cohorts. Comparing breast
properties with other regions in the same breast, as
with this method, removes this issue. One such issue in
mammography is the limited success in detecting tumors
in denser breasts. Development of standardised patient
specific methods such as these will have significant benefit.

5. CONCLUSION

The results of this proof of concept study show a greater
model ’b’ coefficient in tumor and adjacent segments than
in the healthy segment for the 14 breasts analysed. This
therefore has potential to be used as a diagnostic tool
for breast cancer diagnosis. Further validation of the
success of this method would include identification of
tumor locations in a randomized cohort.
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(P5) (P6)
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Fig. 4. Comparison of B coefficients in ”healthy” and tumor segments for Patients 1-8
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Fig. 4. Comparison of B coefficients in ”healthy” and tumor segments for Patients 1-8

(P9) (P10)

(P11) (P12)

(P13.1) (P13.2)

Fig. 5. Comparison of B coefficients in ”healthy” and tumor segments for Patients 9-14
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Fig. 6. Comparison of B coefficients in ”healthy” and tumor segments for all subjects averaged across frequency, with
points above the line indicating successful diagnostic of tumor presence
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